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Inside this issue:

The Editor...

Pheromone Communications ….

Welcome! to the launch of our all-new electronic Newsletter to you over the internet. Not only does it save our club $$$$ in printing and mailing costs, but it gets the
news to you faster and where ever you may be. This also allows us to share our information with anyone interested in our activities.
The electronic version also offers us the ability to add images and pictures in glorious color. It’s also easier to add more pictures —- electrons don’t cost anything—and
so we can insert pictures of your hives, bees or what ever. If you have a printer
available, such as a photo printer, inkjet or laser jet printer, you can print a paper
version to keep with you and read when you’re not at a computer.
Please come to our meetings and share what ideas you have for the best use of our
newsletter, or how to better set it up if you are knowledgeable in the ones and zeros
of computer land.

The President………………...Pipings…..
Walt tells me if we are to have a newsletter there should be content. I think he is probably correct but I am new at this so you must bear with me.

Its late Janurary as I write this so I will remind you to think about feeding your bees in the next
month or two. They will begin being more active soon and may require more food than you fed
them or honey that you left them in the fall. They also may not want to break cluster to feed
themselves if it is to cold. So far not a big problem with our so far mild winter. Some people go in
their hives on good days (over 50 deg.) and move honey closer to the cluster, you can decide if
that is a good idea for you.

I will close with that and remind you to think of equipment and bees for this spring.

Bee good, Bob..

Inside Story
The Editor is spreading
his Pheromones about
the new Newsletter
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The President starts his
Pipings with a few
timely tips.

*

Cindy gets us thinking
about planting season
for the bees

*

The treasurer reveals
the Honey Stores and
more.

*

How to build a Candy
Board Walt style
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Waggle Dance from the
*
secretary. March Minuets

Words of knowledge
from our Guard Bee.

*

The Vice President...

Buzzings…..
Gardening With Honey Bees in Mind

Honey bees obtain most of their nutritional requirements from nectar and pollen produced by flowers and other
plants. The availability of nectar and pollen producing plants limits the number and location of honey bee colonies in any area, and the quantity and quality of the honey crop depends largely on the flora available within
several miles of the apiary. With spring in the air, evaluate your landscape and that of your neighbors and help
your honey bees by making your yard and garden colorful, diverse and pesticide free. Follow these simple tips:
*
Plant local native flowers to attract and feed bees. Native flowers are wellsuited for bee populations and can be grown without fussing.
*
•

Plant lots of flowering plants to give bees a diverse food supply.
Consider your color palette. Bees have good vision and are attracted to
white, yellow, blue and purple flowers.

•

Include flowers that bloom in different seasons. This offers bees a sustained
food supply and attracts different species of bees.

*
Pollen is bee food (protein), so avoid planting genetically engineered pollen-free flowers, which trick bees
into thinking they'll find food and then leave them hungry.
*

Provide access to clean, fresh water for drinking and bathing.

*
Avoid pesticides. There are many natural methods to control garden pests. Use beneficial insects like
ladybugs and lacewings to prey on various harmful insects; they can be purchased through catalogs. Use natural diatomaceous earth (not the pool-grade kind) for insect control and baking soda dissolved in water for fungus
control. Also, insecticides are harmful to bees, and herbicides can kill flowers that provide bees with food. If you
must, use targeted pesticides and herbicides and spray in dry weather and at night when bees aren't active.
My bees were flying today and as duff was brushed from several planted areas, the
bees and I noted with excited anticipation, the noses of crocus, snowdrops and hyacinths are making their way through the soil. The remaining months of this year this
column will share a list of pollen and nectar plants in bloom during that particular
month. Buzzing with anticipation! ….Cindy E.

Treasurer...

Honey Stores…..

The club Honey Stores ($) starting the new year at $2,723.00 after collecting club dues at
the January meeting.
Let me introduce myself…. I am the new Treasurer for the club. I am a new beekeeper as
this is my third year with 6 hives. I have wanted to bee a beekeeper for nearly 60 years but
I was more migratory than some commercial bees. My hives are all Top Bar Hives mostly
because that was the least expensive way to start and in my readings about bees the past
40 or so years Top Bar Hives would keep popping up and got me interested. Fours yeas ago
or so I read an article in Mother Earth News about the KTBH (Kenyan Top Bar Hive). I
had some spare wood and a few tools and in a matter of three or four or five or so weeks I
had my first KTBH. I joined the NOPBA to glean whatever knowledge I could . I am really
impressed with the collective knowledge within this group joining was the best decision I
have made. Bees are bees no mater what type of hive they live in and I have also found that
“bees will do what bees will do” in spite of my best intentions.

Fall open feeding of diy
Honey bee Healthy. Do you
think they like it ?

Don’t forget your dues are due for 2013 you can send em to the P.O. box 3036. Sequim 98382

At The Hive Entrance……….By H. Storch
An observation by H. Storch from the book “At The Hive Entrance” Observation Handbook ( no longer in print)

Secretary……..

Waggle Dance Communications
Meeting Minutes 13 January 2013

There were 25 members in attendance and one guest:
Minutes from the November, 2012 meeting were read and approved unanimously. President, Bob Pasco read the NOPBA
“Mission Statement.”
Treasurer’s report: Current Balance: $ 2,463.00
Beekeeper Report: Ed Giersch, Beekeeper Trustee: 2 club
hives alive. In need of repair. Ed will evaluate and order via
catalog. Mark Urnes: 5 hives: Snow on hives. They are all
quiet.
Library Report: Winona reminded members that we have
many good books and DVDs to check out from the NOPBA library. Some are older and we should consider adding new editions/DVDs.
Old Business: None
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New Business:
1. Cindy Ericksen read the list of 2013 NOPBA education topics and opened up for suggestion
other topics members would like to add. To follow up in February.

2. Mark Urnes announced a 1 day beekeeping course on March 2nd, 2013 at 9:00 AM at Sunny
Farms in Carlsborg.

3. Mark Urnes will be holding Apprentice Beginning Beekeeping classes starting in February

through November 2013. These classes will be held at 12 noon prior to the NOPBA meeting.
There is a $10.00 fee for the class book.

4. Mark Urnes and Walt Wielbicki will be giving an introduction to beekeeping class on February
23rd, 2013 at 9AM. Location is Wild Birds Unlimited, Gardiner.

5. Bob Pasco brought up the board members suggestion to have a two person committee and volunteer sign up for the Clallam County Fair.

6. A budget amount for the librarian to spend without needing member’s approval was dis-

cussed. Cindy Ericksen moved to allow NOPBA librarian to spend up to $250.00 on books and
other media. Mark Urnes seconded the motion. Motion approved.

7.

Walt Wielbicki, Treasurer, suggested the NOPBA rent a post office box in Sequim for club
mail. Previously the address of the current club treasurer was used. After other options were discussed, Winona Giersch moved to open a post office box in Sequim. Coleman Byrnes seconded the
motion. Members passed the motion.

8. Walt Wielbicki volunteered to head up a NOPBA Monthly Newsletter. Ideas for stories and pho-

tographs were discussed. Newsletter to have an article on what is blooming each month by Cindy
Ericksen, a question and answer corner and member written articles. It was discussed that a
newsletter is a good way to do community outreach and education. Winona will add a best swarm
photo from last year.

9. There was a question posed if there is a published list of bee diseases such as an A-Z list? Ed

Giersch replied that there are no set answers. Researchers don’t always agree. Dan Harvey suggested reading the beekeeping publications for articles written on diseases. Dan suggested a way
individuals can help their hive health is by sterilizing equipment with a 10-15% bleach solution. A 55 gallon drum can be used to sterilize boxes. Let air dry. Use a torch on woodenware
without comb. Cindy Ericksen mentioned the apprenticeship classes spend time learning about
diseases. Washington State also sends out information on the WASBA site and WSU extension. Gary Dougherty suggested a map of our county with hive locations. We could, through our
membership, collect information on hive health, swarm activity and other information. Dan
suggested HopGuard strips can be put in now before brood build up.

Call for additional announcements by Bob Pasco, President. No additional announcements.
Next meeting to be held on February 10, 2013 at 1:00 PM in the Port Angeles Library following the Apprentice Beekeeping class at 12:00PM. Education topic: Warre Hives given by Walt Wielbicki.
Winona Giersch moved to adjourn the meeting. Cindy Ericksen seconded.
Meeting was adjourned at 1:50p.m.
Following the meeting the education topic was Winter Feeding. Mike Rathford demonstrated making
pollen patties, Walt Wielbicki demonstrated making candy boards and Dan Harvey demonstrated how to
dry feed in winter

Making a winter candy board to over winter honey bees
Candy boards are kind of like a cheap insurance policy. The benefits of a candy board, made correctly
adds many benefits to help the bee hive over the winter. The candy board is simply a hardened sugar
mixture that lives in a 2-3 inch frame body and has hardware cloth on the bottom to hold the "candy"
You also can put a pollen patty in the top so that it's there in February (around the time for broodrearing to begin.) It sits on the top hive body just under the inner cover. Let's consider some benefits:
1. If the bees deplete all the honey stores, they hit the candy board and this may help feed them for the
remainder of the winter, or at least until you look in the hive again.
2. Condensation is a big concern in the hive. Cold air outside and warm bees inside make moisture. This moisture can collect on
the top of the hive. The candy board will absorb most, if not all the moisture into the sugar and likely keep it from dropping back
down on to the cluster. Much like a quilt on a Warre hive. Wet bees will die.
3. There is also a hole that passes up through the candy board and a 5/8 inch hole is drilled through the front. This allows warm
humid air from inside the hive to exit out this hole to prevent condensation in the hive.

Candy Board diy info
Material List:
1/2” Hardware cloth ——-17 X 20.5” (10 frame hive body)
Wood —— 2” wide by whatever length of the hive.
Staples poultry or us staple gun
Screws 1 1/2” deck screws
—————————————————————-• 15-16 lb. of sugar
• ~3 cups water
• 1 tbsp. plain white vinegar (optional)
• 1 Pollen patty (optional)
If you choose to use the vinegar (as a mold inhibitor) add it to the water.
Dry pollen or pollen pattys (Optional)
Use the following recipe in place of part of the water in the candy recipe above
The following recipe should work about as well as HoneyBee Healthy, yet prove to be cheaper. It can be added in small quantities
to feed to encourage feeding, however it has been known to occasionally cause Robbing behavior due to its great appeal to bees.

diy Honeybee Healthy
The following recipe should work about as well as honeybee healthy, yet prove to be cheaper. It can be added in small quantities to feed to encourage feeding, however it has been known to occasionally cause Robbing behavior due to its great appeal
to bees.
• 5 cups water
• 2 ½ pounds of sugar
• 15 drops spearmint oil
• 10 drops lemongrass oil
Bring the water to a boil and integrate the sugar until dissolved. Once the sugar is dissolved remove the mixture from the
heat and let it cool a bit. Put 2 cups of the sugar/water into a blender add the essential oils start the blender on low to medium. Allow this to run for a full five to ten minuets. Shut blender off add the remainder of the sugar/water run for a minuet
or so on low. This solution should have a strong scent and not be left open around bees. Cool before using Mix or shake well
before using, feed with honey supers removed
Make Drench treatments with 4 tsp. per quart of 1:1 sugar water
Make Feeding mix with 1 to 2 tsp. per quart of sugar syrup.
To use as a Spray to calm bees or on plastic foundation use the drench dose.
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Building suggestions

Measure your hive the Candy Board can be used on
Langstroth, Warre and other hives

—Cut two pieces of wood for the sides.
—Cut two pieces of wood for the front and back. The front and back pieces are 1.5 inches shorter than the outside measurement
using “one by” boards 3/4”. As shown above using butt joints the more simpler kind.
—Pre-drill screw holes in the side boards. Then clamp it together make sure all joints are flush and the candy board sits flat.
Then using screws, screw first one side then the other together.
—I glue and screw everything! Its up to you. Glue is optional.. (I’ve been told I screw things up pretty good)
—Next drill a 5/8” hole in the front board close to what will be the bottom as shown above. This hole is for an upper entrance for
the bees and also for ventilation to remove moisture.

Cut
the
Hardware Cloth ABOUT an inch larger than the opening of the Candy Board. For the Candy Board
above for a hive dimension of 16 1/4” X 19 7/8 “ I cut the cloth 17 X 20 1/2” . Next bend the hardware cloth
to fit inside the Candy Board This will take a bit of snipping at the corners using a pair of side cutters. The
bending goes easier by clamping the hardware cloth between two pieces of wood at the point you want the
bend then bend the cloth, you can use a hammer to tap the wire… now you have a “basket” that fits nicely inside
of the Candy Board. Snip to remove the wire that blocks the 5/8” hole. Place the Candy Board with the
hole closest to the bottom , put your basket into the Candy Board. Fasten it to the Candy board with staples.

Making the Candy
Cover the hardware cloth at the bottom of the candy board with a paper the bees can chew
through. Newspaper, Parchment paper that is used for cooking works or use the paper that is
used to wrap the wax Foundation when you buy it the bees love the smell. Make the paper
go up the sides to hold the candy in. Trim it when done. Place the block of wood for the Pollen Patty if you are going to use it.
Next place the small block of wood to keep the hole open so as not to be blocked with the candy. The small block of wood also
provides ventilation from below. You decide how large this block should be for ventilation.

• 15-16 lb. of sugar
• ~3 cups water (Half the water can be the “diy Honey bee Healthy” you make
• 1 tbsp. plain white vinegar (optional)
• 1 Pollen patty (optional)
If you choose to use the vinegar (as a mold inhibitor) add it to the water.

—Pour 2 bags of sugar into a very large container and gradually add about half the water, stirring to wet
the sugar well. Continue adding sugar and water alternately until all the sugar is wet.
—Put newspaper or parchment paper in your candy board, and fill with wet sugar. If you are using a
pollen patty, fill the board half-way, add the patty in the center, or use a piece of 2 X 4 to block off a
space and finish with sugar. Screen the sugar off level with the top of the board. Also remove the small block of wood and
remove the paper below it. Allow to harden overnight.
—Remove inner cover from hive, and replace with the candy board, hardware cloth side down. Replace
outer cover. You can now easily slightly raise the outer cover any time and slip in additional sugar bricks or
pollen patties if you need them or just check on the progress.

Bees on comb of a KTBH placed
on a stand for picture taking.
All the bees are smiling but I
couldn’t get them to say “cheese”
— Walt—

The Club Beekeeper……...The Guard Bee
Ed Giersch

From the beekeeper:
The newsletter is a great way to pass on information! We may all keep our bees a little differently from each other but there are
some generally accepted guidelines which may help us in our own situations. I will pass some of these along. If you have specific questions feel free to send me an Email at lavskep@yahoo.com. I probably won’t know the answer but I will try and find it
for you. We have some Knowledgeable people both in this club and in other areas who can help.
Spring is fast approaching and a few areas may need attention;

1. Replace old comb to reduce disease. It is recommended that comb be replaced every 3-5 years. Replacing 1/3 of the worst
each year seems to be about right.
2. Review Integrated Pest Management Practices to see what you can use to help your bees

3. The bees usually become more active in Feb. as we get some warm days . Activity increases condensation so make sure you
have plenty of ventilation.

4. Many of our hives starve in early spring so make certain your bees have food to get through this period. Lifting the hive will
give you an idea of the stores left and if we get a warm day you can go in and look. You can’t overfeed so make sure food is
available – fondant , patties or dry food until we see temperatures around 55 degrees then sugar water with a 1:1 ratio by
weight will get your bees off to a fast start for the year

5. Time is running out for reworking used woodenware that you plan to use again his year. This is a good rainy day project.
Try to stay ahead of the game – think swarms!

Yours From The Hive By Chef Beebread…
EASY HONEY CHICKEN WINGS
- Makes 8 servings Ingredients
1/2 cup honey
1/3 cup soy sauce
1/4 cup chili sauce
1 teaspoon garlic salt
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
8 drops red pepper sauce
3 lbs. chicken wings or drumettes
Directions
Combine honey, soy sauce, chili sauce, garlic
salt, pepper and red pepper sauce. Arrange
chicken in single layer in a 9x13-inch baking
pan and pour on sauce. Turn chicken over to
coat with sauce. Bake at 350°F for one hour,
turning over once. Cool slightly and serve

Beekeeping Trivia
Dr. Jan Dzierżon, an apiarist (and, at the time, a Roman Catholic priest), had in the year 1835 determined the correct
spacing for the top-bars in beehives. The distance between combs had been described as 1½ inches (38.1 mm) from
the center of one top-bar to the center of the next one. In this case, the distance between combs is 1/2 inch (12.7
mm); that is, twice the minimum "bee space" of 1/4 inch (6.35 mm).[3] This setup had been established for the brood
chamber, as for honey storage the comb distance can be different.

Swarm on the ground
entering the hive.
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What’s Happening Calendar
• February 23 2013….9 AM Wild Birds Unlimited Introduction to Beekeeping
• 1 day beekeeping course on March 2 nd, 2013 at 9:00 AM at Sunny Farms in Carlsborg.
• Next meeting to be held on February 10, 2013 at 1:00 PM in the Port Angeles Library following
the Apprentice Beekeeping class at 12:00PM.

Links
http://www.beesource.com/
http://warre.biobees.com/plans.htm

http://www.dadant.com/
http://www.mannlakeltd.com/

http://warre.biobees.com/index.html
http://bushfarms.com/bees.htm
http://www.nopba.org/
http://alaskabeeproducts.net/index.html
http://www.owa.cc/
http://www.thewarrestore.com/
http://wasba.org/
http://ejbees.org/
http://www.mdasplitter.com/

Teaching - Learning - Sharing
Knowledge and Skills
Beekeeping

Photo By: Rachel Moore
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North Olympic Peninsula
Beekeepers Association
NOPBA
P.O. Box 3036
Sequim, WA 98382

The North Olympic Peninsula
Beekeepers’ Association
formed to promote the common interest and general
welfare of beekeeping, to
protect honey bees, to encourage good bee management practices, and to encourage good public relations between beekeepers
and the public.

We are on the Web
www.nopba.org

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2013 – 2014
President

Bob Pasco

pasco@olypen.com

Vice President

Cindy Ericksen

ericksenpc@olympus.net

Secretary

Jev Unick

jevrene@q.com

Treasure

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

Beekeeper Trustee

Ed Giersch

giersch@olypen.com

Education

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
Editor: Walt Wielbicki
E-mail: waltw@q.com
PO Box 3036, Sequim WA 98382
www.nopba.org

